Managing modularity and commonality in product development more and more needs modularity and commonality in the production process, with the objectives of reducing manufacturing costs, time to market and improving quality. A critical issue is the way of managing data, information and knowledge: data most of the time structured according to data models, often using proprietary formats, leading to consistency problems for the exchanges. The use of international standards is a good way of improving quality of the information systems used in production management, since they facilitate interoperability of the software tools used. They also contribute to the integration of the production process in a product life cycle management-based approach. This study presents the ISO 15531 MANDATE standard for the exchanges of industrial manufacturing management data. In terms of industrial maturity, MANDATE is a new standard, whose development is based on research work done by the authors and whose parts have not reached the IS status (necessary for sake of stability) at the same time. For this reason, the different models proposed by the standard have not been implemented altogether at the same time. Indeed numerous standards do exist in the domain of production information management, however the information models proposed are not always compatible in between them, the vocabulary used is not defined in the same way even though the terms used are the same: ontology-based approaches are sometimes necessary to find the common 'essence' of the information handled, but they can be integrated in software interfaces, thus making easier to convey a higher level of semantics in the exchanges. This study presents one of those approaches, defined in the INTEROP NoE EC funded project.
Introduction
Production systems (PS) are most of the time large systems where primary inputs are production requirements, production concepts, systems parameters, raw materials, and components and other production management features, and primary outputs are final products, quality of those products, and whatever kind of product related information. From this point of view, their performance can generally be analyzed through five points of view: planning, scheduling, simulation, control, and execution. Those steps are fundamental for the management of production systems.
Planning process represents the periodical activity and is aimed at obtaining the best scheduling of material flow. Planning in manufacturing can be difficult. Planning has to deal with detailed data, summary data, internal-external data, subjective information, and sometimes with no information at all.
Planning and scheduling in PS may be defined as the process of allocation of limited resources to production tasks on the basis of such information as for example: machine characteristics, production requirements, time of performance, production constraints, and economical factors. The control system determines through the use of control technologies the sequences of control action for the resources used in the actual manufacturing process.
One of the roles of execution is to follow the performance of the system and to give backward information for the control system, which on the basis of this information creates the new available sequences of control action. The phases: planning, scheduling, control, and execution may be more concurrent and it is necessary to take into consideration the cycle time for each of the phases and also for the whole cycle. The common approach to the problems was based on a rigid, sequential, one-way set of deliverables leading eventually to a finished system. Usually by the time the system was finished, the requirements had changed. Newer systems development methodologies are based on rapid, concurrent prototyping with frequent feedback to validate the requirements. For Frankovic et al. [1] , realization of such approach requires parallel coordination, rapid obtaining and treating the information, and also rapid communication.
The concept of modularization has attracted an increasing attention in the last few years. The meanings and purposes of modularization in industry vary between regions and companies [2] . There is no clearcut definition of the term shared by the whole industry. Yet, there does exist a feature relatively common across various practices of modularization in the industry. It entails having larger units in subassembly and also often involves outsourcing these subassemblies to suppliers (as most frequently observed in the European auto industry). This fact suggests that there are at least three facets in the phenomenon called 'modularization': (1) 'modularization in product architecture' (modularization in design) which has been discussed quite often in the field of the management of technology; (2) 'modularization in production;' and (3) 'modularization in inter-firm system' (outsourcing subsystems in larger units to outside suppliers). These three facets have often been mixed up, causing confusion in discussing modularization.
Managing modularity and commonality in product development more and more needs modularity and commonality in the production process, with the main objectives of reducing manufacturing costs, improving quality of the products, and reducing time to market. A critical issue in managing modularity is the way of managing all the data, information, and knowledge circulating during the production process: those data are most of the time structured according to given data models, most the time using proprietary formats. Further, this structure is not consistent throughout the production process, the semantics embedded is often poor and the exchanges among the tools made neither straightforward nor easy to automate. The approaches to information exchanges are often syntactic rather than semantic-based, whence problems in knowledge sharing and re-use -and important problems in terms of interoperability of the software tools used.
The use of international standards is a good way of improving quality of the information systems used in production management, since they facilitate interoperability of the software tools used, also because they contribute to the integration of the production process in a product life cycle management-based (PLM) approach. However, the information models commonly proposed in the literature are rarely compatible, the vocabulary used is not defined in the same way even though the terms used are the same: ontology-based approaches are sometimes necessary to find the common 'essence' of the information handled, they also provide powerful interfacing tools since they can be integrated in software interfaces, thus making easier to convey a higher level of semantics in the exchanges. This study presents one of those approaches, defined in the INTEROP EC funded project.
This study proposes a way of managing modularity in production management systems through the use of standardized information models. In the first section, a modular approach to production management is proposed; this modularity comes here from the separate processing of the concepts of 'product', 'process', and 'resources'. This modularity is a fundamental aspect of the ISO 15531 MANDATE standard, in the domain of manufacturing management, presented in the next sections. Industrial applications of the standard are then suggested, on the basis of previous work providing a partial validation of the standard. This standard defines a new emerging paradigm in terms of manufacturing management information, taken as a whole and integrated as such through a systemic approach considering at the same time product, process, and resource concepts. Since the standard has recently reached the IS (International Standard) level, few applications have been developed till now, and only at a partial implementation level.
The objective of this study is to present the theoretical approaches, based on research work developed by the authors of this study, underpinning the principles followed in the development of the standard. Another objective is to present the contribution the standard brings in production management.
A modular approach to production management
This section deals with some fundamental issues in the way of managing manufacturing related information and knowledge. This information is grouped into three categories, product-, process-and resource-related information, thus defining a basis of the modules developed in the standard. The diversity in the definitions of those concepts is presented in a synthesis table. A modular approach to production management is then proposed. A product-process-resource representation, issued from an ontology-based analysis is also presented in this section.
Terminology issues in manufacturing management information
Manufacturing businesses are becoming more and more globally disseminated and companies are becoming more willing to work closely together in order to remain competitive. It is therefore essential that information and knowledge sharing systems are able to support the global nature of business interactions, as mentioned in [3] . product life cycle management (PLM) and enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems offer effective support for communication, but for substantial additional benefit to be gained, there is a need to share information at a level where computational sharing is possible. The resolution of this issue requires an improved definition of the information and knowledge thus enabling a better computational sharing.
The range of information to be shared is not only wide, but needs to be viewed from different, multiple, perspectives. This is because each team member is likely to be interested in different aspects of the information, such that the significant attributes involved will be different and have different levels of significance. Similarly, the need for a location fit in a mechanical product has implications for the assembly dimensions and tolerances, which in turn will have implications for the manufacture of the components required. In addition to viewpoint dependency, there is also a time dependency on information. The existence, and relevance, of particular information will vary with time through the design process.
Perhaps one of the best known efforts to provide common models defining a basis for data exchange and sharing has been done through the work of the ISO in the ISO TC 184/SC4 committee. This has been in progress for over two decades now, has made some significant progress, but still has much work to do. It is interesting to note that the early work focused on geometry sharing, an area where the meaning of the terminology is shared and clearly understood by the experts involved. However, as one progresses towards areas of information where the terminology is less rigorously defined in product design and manufacture one starts to face problems related to the definition of the terms used. Either common terms are used to mean different things or different terms are used to mean the same thing which leads to potentially substantial interoperability problems, see [4] . The set of terms listed in Figure 1 , see [5] illustrates a sub-set of definitions drawn from international standards which provide definitions for 'process', 'product' and 'resource'. It is interesting to note that when comparing these definitions, it is not easy to find out commonalities among the terms! This problem highlights the need for precise definitions of the terms used -this will clearly appear in the content of the different information models presented in this study.
Need for a modular approach
While PLM offers a range of tools to support the business including the ability to manage workflows, the heart of an effective PLM system is the database at its core. The issue then is how to structure the databases at the heart of PLM in order to ensure all users have access to effective information support. The importance of product models has long been recognized in providing a core of product information to support decisions as mentioned in [6] . However, given the design, manufacture, operation, and disposal aspects of the life cycle, it is also important to support decisions with non product specific information focused on each of these areas of the life cycle. For example, the manufacturing area of the life cycle should be able to offer support on manufacturing process capability and information on suppliers with resources capable of meeting specific capability requirements. This leads to the concept of a product model at the heart of a data/ knowledge based environment, with further bases of data and knowledge to support each of the life cycle phases.
This top level framework for information and knowledge can then be used as a basis to develop formal information and knowledge classifications for each of the life cycle phases, see [7] . Figure 2 illustrates the framework at the heart of a product life cycle representation. It highlights in particular two unified modeling language (UML) class structures which start to provide contexts for manufacturing knowledge sharing:
. The first is for manufacturing capability models which can be used to build representation of an enterprise's manufacturing ability; . The second is a product model representation which goes beyond typical representations of product characteristics, such as geometry and product architecture, to include other key class relating to product purpose and views which enable life cycle contexts to be captured.
Those two class structures can be seen as modules of the production system, one dealing with information about manufacturing and resources capabilities, the other related to product information.
Modularization has been the subject of many research studies, particularly in the domain of conceptual frameworks, a mandatory stage towards the re-structuring of the enterprises engaged in this process. Among those studies, Takeishi and Fujimoto [2] analyze practices of modularization implemented in the automotive industry. Their purpose is to discuss the concepts of 'modularization in product system,' 'modularization in production system,' and 'modularization in inter-firm system' within the same framework, and to identify the differences and linkages between them. This framework is based on the concept of 'multiple hierarchies.' It sees development-production activities for automobiles as multiple, interlinked hierarchies. It contends that the hierarchies in product, production, and inter-firm systems make up one complex system where the three systems are related to each other. Their analysis about 'modularity in production', is illustrated in Figure 3 . It is comprised of the 'product structure hierarchy' (right rectangle) and the 'product process hierarchy' (left). In order to simplify the explanation, among the whole manufacturing processes, the authors focus here only on assembly work in the 'product process hierarchy.' It is important to note that the 'product structure hierarchy' in this figure, as part of 'multiple hierarchies of product structure and production processes,' and its counterpart in the previous 'multiple hierarchies of product function and product structure' might have different hierarchical patterns. The former hierarchy is built up in pursuit of 'functional independence' of each subsystem (i.e., the degree to which a function of the product is achieved by a single subsystem), while the latter is made up for 'structural cohesiveness' (i.e., the degree to which a collection of parts can be physically handled as one unit). The latter hierarchy is intended to contribute to 'structurally cohesive modules' which are easy to manage material handling and quality control. The difference between those two hierarchies can be understood by observing the parts list for the product design which is not same as the one for production management.
Another modular approach is the ontology built within the framework of the OZONE project. The main basic concepts are: activity, product, resource, demand,
PROCESS

PROCESS (ISO/CEN 19439)
Partially ordered set of activities that can be executed to achieve some desired end-result in pursuit of a given objective.
PROCESS (ISO 15531-1;ISO 18629-1)
Structured set of activities involving various enterprise entities, that is designed and organised for a given purpose.
PROCESS (ISO 10303-49)
A particular procedure for doing something involving one or more steps or operations. The process may produce a product, a property of a product, or an aspect of a product. and constraints. This approach is interesting, since it defines some of the fundamental concepts used in the MANDATE approach.
Product, process, resource: an ontologybased approach
An important ontology developed to date from the standpoint of scheduling and resource allocation is the OZONE scheduling ontology project. The OZONE ontology is the result of considerable prior experience in building planning and scheduling systems, in application domains ranging from manufacturing production scheduling to space mission planning to military deployment and aero-medical evacuation (re-)planning. For Becker and Smith [8] , the class library design and implementation underlying the OZONE framework (and the ontology which provides its conceptual foundation) have followed from retrospective analysis of these scheduling domains and systems, together with application of object-oriented analysis and design principles.
The OZONE ontology adopts an activity-centered modeling viewpoint turned towards constraint-based scheduling. Scheduling is defined as a process of feasibly synchronizing the use of 'resources' by 'activities' to satisfy 'demands' over time, and application problems are described in terms of this abstract domain model. Figure 4 illustrates the base concepts involved and their structural relationships. A 'demand' is an input request for one or more 'products', which designate the 'goods' or 'services' required. More generally, the 'demand' is the interface that allows an external client to state the objective to be achieved as well as certain user specified restrictions and/or preferences on this objective. The objective specified in the 'demand' is the expected output of the system. For example, if a customer orders a computer from a computer manufacturing company, the output expected by the user from the company is the computer with the configuration specified in the order. This expected system output is the 'product'. The product can be a physical entity like the computer ordered; or the satisfaction of some conceptual specification like the transfer of the location of an object, or even some more abstract goals that have no actual physical meaning. The ability to generate the expected output according to specifications is a property of the system. A computer company can assemble only a certain range of configurations and a transportation company can support only certain types of cargo. The different types of objectives that can be accomplished by the system characterize the set of 'products' available to the user of that particular system. In the OZONE ontology, the 'product' entity represents the knowledge required by the scheduler to generate a set of resource allocations over time. A scheduling system does not generate any physical object nor produces any change in the real world. The production and the transportation systems are the entities responsible for the actual accomplishment of the objective. In a scheduling system, the 'product' encodes the internal information about resources and physical characteristics of the process that when combined with the external demand allows the generation of a set of 'resource' requirements over time. These resource requirements are the 'activities'. Therefore, the 'product' can be seen as the template plan for accomplishing a certain goal or a certain set of goals. The 'demand' provides the parameters that maps this prototypical plan into an 'activity' network that when executed would accomplish the specified objective.
The satisfaction of 'demands' centers around the execution of 'activities'. An 'activity' is a process that uses 'resources' to produce goods or provide services. An 'activity' can only be executed if certain conditions, like resource availability, are satisfied. The execution of an 'activity' produces changes in the state of the real world. Notice that although 'products' are 'produced' as a result of the execution of activities, they play a different role in the OZONE ontology. They represent the set of valid objectives that can be specified in a demand; the set of objectives the system knows that can be satisfied with the set of 'resources' available. The 'product' entity acts more as a link connecting 'demands' to 'activities' through 'resources' than a means of describing the result of executing activities. Using the example, the 'product' for the computer manufacturing scheduling system is the process plan for producing the configuration specified. When the order is input into the scheduling system, the 'product' has the information necessary to create a process plan that when executed would produce the required computer. The scheduler only allocates time on the resources specified in the plan.
The use of 'resources' and the execution of 'activities' is restricted by a set of 'constraints'. These 'constraints' can be specified by the 'demand', like release date and due date; can be inherent to the 'product' characteristics, like technological restrictions and design parameters; or can be a result of the 'resource' limitations, like resource capacity, speed, and accuracy.
These five base concepts of the ontology -'demand', 'activity', 'resource', 'product', and 'constraint'together with the inter-relationships depicted in Figure 4 , define an abstract model of a scheduling domain, and a framework for analyzing and describing particular application environments. This framework can be considered as a modular framework, since it is developed on top of this set of five independent concepts.
Associated with each concept definition are terminologies for describing basic properties and capabilities. Properties define attributes or parameters of relevance to specifying an executable scheduling model. The abstract model and its properties are extensible through concept specializations to define more specific models for various sub-domains.
The following sections explore this modularity, through the presentation of the ISO 15531 MANDATE standard. This standard, developed within the framework of the ISO TC 184/SC4 committee, deals with manufacturing management information. This standard currently proposes three information models, related to resource information, to the time, and to flow information. References to 'product' are made external to the models, in order to keep their level of genericity as high as possible.
The ISO 15531 MANDATE standard
Starting with a short description of the international standardization context leading to the development of the standard, this section gives details about the structure and the different models the standard is made of.
Activity Product
Constraint
Resource Demand
Requires Satisfies Imposes Restricts Imposes Imposes Figure 4 . OZONE abstract domain model [8] .
The ISO TC 184/SC4 standardization context
The work of the SC4 standardization committee includes all the industrial data related to discrete products including, but not limited to: geometric design and tolerance data, material and functional specifications, product differentiation and configuration, process design data, production data (including cost), product support and logistics, life cycle data, quality data, and disposal planning data [9] . It also includes organizational data, such as the relationship between enterprises or the relationship between components of a single enterprise for the purposes of supplier identification. It includes personnel data to the extent of identification of approvals. Specifically excluded are business planning data, such as profit projections, cash flow, etc., and any other personnel data or organizational data. The goal of SC4 is the creation and maintenance of standards that enable the capture of information comprising a computerized product model in a neutral form without loss of completeness and integrity throughout the life cycle of the product.
Main features and structure of the standard
A manufacturing management system manages the flow of materials and products through the whole production chain, from suppliers, through manufacturers, assemblers, to distributors, and sometimes customers. The relations among those partners may be identified and structured in an electronic form with a view to facilitate electronic exchanges. Then, information handled during these exchanges have to be identified, modeled, and represented in such a way that they may be shared by a maximum of partners. From this analysis, three main categories of data related to manufacturing management can be distinguished:
. information related to the management of the time;
. information related to the management of the resources used during the manufacturing processes; . information related to the management of the manufacturing flows.
MANDATE is an International Standard for the computer-interpretable representation and exchange of industrial manufacturing management data. The nature of the description makes it suitable not only for neutral file exchange, but also as a basis for implementing and sharing manufacturing management databases and archiving. The standard is focused on discrete manufacturing, but not limited to it. The purpose is to facilitate the integration between the numerous industrial applications by means of common, standardized software tools able to represent these three sets of data.
The standard is organized as a series of parts, each published separately. The parts belong to the following series:
(IS: International Standard, WD: Working Draft)
. [14] provides a general overview, specifying the functions of the various series of parts of the standard and the relationships among them. It also specifies the relations between the standard and other related standards. All the MANDATE parts are written using the EXPRESS language (10303-11) [15] .
The Resource Information Model (ISO 15531-32)
The conceptual information model for resources usage management data is structured into six logical modules, which are: resource hierarchy (generic, specific, individual resource), resource characteristics (set of information about a resource), resource administration (administrative information), resource status (availability or not of the resource), resource view (specific aggregation of resources), resource representation (physical values), resource configuration, see [11] for a detailed representation of the resource usage management schema.
A resource is the basic element for resource management. Each further detailed description, classification or configuration of resources relates to resource. A resource can be generic, specific, or individual and may in turn be made of a number of other resources. Each resource has characteristics and can also be considered from different viewpoints. It is important to notice that a resource is not a priori related to any given activity. It exists and may be managed before any appointment to any activity. That is typically the case for human resources.
Resource properties are defined by references to external modules, or catalogues, structured by means of the ISO 13584 P-LIB (Part Library) standard [16] .
Data Model for Manufacturing Flow Management (ISO 15531-43)
This part addresses the modeling of data for the management of manufacturing flows as well as flow controls in a shop floor or in a factory. This manufacturing flow model is provided in the context of various processes that run simultaneously and/or sequentially, providing one or more products and/or components and involving numerous resources. This part (see [13] for a detailed representation) provides a way to model the data needed to manage the multiple complex flows that have to be taken into account between the different manufacturing processes in a factory. That includes products, components, or raw material flows as well as services flows, such as information flows [17] . The main entities of the schema are:
-process: structured set of activities involving various enterprise entities, designed and organized for a given purpose; -flow: motion of a set of physical or informational objects in space and time.
As for the resource information model, process properties and flow properties are defined by references to external modules, or catalogues, structured according to the ISO 13584 P-LIB standard.
Time Model (ISO 15531-42)
The time model is made of two 'schemas', with the meaning of the EXPRESS representation: the domain property schema, providing a generic topological structure applicable to any one-dimensional domain, and the time domain schema, instanciation of the previous generic structure to the time. The time domain schema is presented here.
The time schema provides the definition of concepts related to the time representation, needed by software applications mainly dealing with scheduling and manufacturing management operations. It enables multiple representations of time domains, intervals of time, points in time, and time units. The time domain schema is represented in Figure 7 .
For the management of industrial manufacturing systems, an assignment of a point in time to an event occurrence is necessary to enable the observation and comparison of points in time characteristic of the system.
Since the time domain and all its related subcategories only define different categories of sets of points, another entity is needed to enable the consideration of the length, the duration of a period in time: this concept is provided by the entity interval of time, whose This definition allows for both continuous and time domains considered by this standard, see [12] for a detailed representation of the model.
In the following section, the role of the standard in industrial production management systems is discussedz through its specificity in terms of products, but also in terms of processes and resources management.
MANDATE in the industry
In terms of industrial maturity, MANDATE is a 'young' standard, whose development started recently and whose parts have not reached the IS status (necessary for sake of stability) at the same time. For this reason, the different models proposed by the standard have not been implemented at the same time. In this section, the implementation of the resource information model is discussed, alone, then alongside with the other models in a MRPII structure. Then the manufacturing scenario developed within the framework of the project is presented.
Modularity and genericity of the standard
The standard can be considered as providing two levels of modularity: on the one hand, it is modular since each part is independent from the other ones. On the other hand, its modularity comes from the fact that all the references to given products, resources, processes are made external, and thus are not pre-defined in the standard: this standard is thus more generic and independent from any specific kind of product, resource, and process. However, it is easy to specialize to a specific usage.
-Modularity in terms of products targeted by production management systems (PMS): MANDATE does not apply to a specific 'product'. The standard makes use as far as possible of product models defined by the ISO 10303 STEP standard. This concept of 'product', as it is defined in ISO 10303-1 [18] is a powerful and original feature of the standard, compared to other exchange standards. The objective is to provide a mechanism capable of describing product data, throughout the life cycle of a product, independent from any particular system and applicable to any kind of product. ISO 10303 STEP takes a product-oriented view of manufacturing, while MANDATE deals with the data defining the processes, within the overall entreprise. -Modularity in terms of processes and resources needed by the PMS: As for products, MANDATE does not target specific processes and resources, either industrial or not. All information, characteristics, features, catalogue data related to processes and resources are considered as external to the standard; they are provided by the ISO 13584 Parts Library representation: whose purpose is to specify a form for the unambiguous representation and exchange of computer-interpretable parts library information by grouping the common features of the parts. This form is independent of any particular computer system, allows for any kind of part representation category, and enables consistent implementations across multiple applications and systems. The standard permits different implementation technologies to be used for storing, accessing, transferring, and archiving parts library data. -Use of ISO 13584 (P-LIB) libraries: in the domain of component libraries, the P-LIB (ISO 13584) standard separates the information about the structure of a parts library, from the information about each part or family of parts that belongs to the parts library. As such, the standard is well suited to the management of the commonalities of the parts. P-LIB also makes use of the EXPRESS language to specify the information about the structure of a parts library. It allows the information about each part, or each family of parts belonging to a parts library to be specified by different standards. The conformance testing of the implementations will use the same methodology and framework as defined in the ISO 10303 standard. -Genericity of the standard: MANDATE provides a generic approach of some of the main concepts used in production management systems. As such, the standard cannot be used alone, but specialized through the instanciation of constructs written in terms of resources, flows, and time developed in the parts 32, 42, and 43. This instanciation is made through links provided by the standard to external component libraries: resource libraries, flow libraries, process libraries. Those libraries generally exist within the companies, however they are most of the time implicit, the knowledge embedded is not often explicitely formalized nor expressed under a specific (electronic) format -they can also be partially developed and implemented, often in that case closely related to a specific software tool devoted to a specific task, thus, and most of the time represented using a proprietary format not transferable. This knowledge contains the history, the know-how of the enterprise, also the added value and the skill of the company. The development of such P-LIB based libraries, expressed and stored independently from any particular software tool, is a powerful way to record and to structure their know-how, their activity, their skill. It is also a way to make this knowledge modular, thus more adaptable to new situations companies may face in the future. It is also a way to improve interoperability among the different software applications used throughout the different departments and/or plants of the companies.
The modular structure of the MANDATE standard enables its use in different contexts of a manufacturing enterprise. In the section below, the resource information model is applied to the management of a machining cell. Beyond the environment of the shop floor, at a larger scale, a manufacturing resource planning (MRPII) approach makes use of all the models proposed by the standard.
Resource Information Model
Machine tools, fixtures, cutting tools, manufacturing personnel, pallets, transfer devices, coolant, etc. can all be considered as being manufacturing resources [11] . The combination of a range of such resources provides a manufacturing capability which can be assessed in terms of its usage. Resource information can be combined in many different ways dependent on the purpose for which it is needed.
Many combinations of resource can be considered. Another example is provided by an assembly shop with a range of assembly machines each of which can perform different assembly operations. The combination of these machines and the characteristics of each influence the overall potential usage of the shop. The shop itself can be considered to be a resource with a set of characteristics as can each of the cells within the shop and each of the machine stations within each cell.
The machine in the shop is an example of a specific resource. It has a set of characteristics, such as capacity and capability. However if one considers it to be a machine supplier's machine it is therefore not an actual resource which exists within the business. This illustrates the difference between a specific resource and an individual resource. An individual resource can be considered as a resource occurrence which will have some status at some point in time.
The resource characteristic is the means by which sets of values are assigned to resources. Each resource is defined by a set of characteristics and each characteristic has a representation and a grouping. The representation of the characteristic simply relates to quantitative or qualitative values. However, the representation is also classified in terms of whether the value is a proposed value, a required value, or a value which has been realized. It is recognized that additional classifications may be required and this can be achieved through the link from library properties. The grouping of the resource characteristic is effectively another classification of the characteristic in terms of whether it is concerned with the administration of the resource, the capacity, or capability of the resource or the constitution of the resource.
While the recursive resource definition enables flexible resource groups to be defined a resource may be viewed from a number of different perspectives. For example, a factory may be considered to be a resource which can be broken down into shops, cells, and stations. However, views of the personnel within the factory could be defined; views of a particular set of machine types could be defined; views of the tooling for tool management purposes could be defined.
The resource view allows views of resources to be defined either as a user-defined view or following the DIN 4000-1 [19] approach of specifying resources by a tabular layout of article characteristics.
Use of the different MANDATE models
Globalization has left many manufacturing and service-oriented companies with the option of pursuing world's best practices or perish. Many companies now realize the need for the development of world class systems and methodologies, as well as acquiring the 'productivity tool' that will let them be in a commercial position to offer competitive manufacturing resource planning that assures customers of quality goods and services and compliance with international quality requirements on different industry fields [20] . In the competitive business environment of the twenty-first century, the development of a manufacturing strategy, as 'a collective pattern of decisions that acts upon the formulation and deployment of manufacturing resources' (APICS Dictionary, see [21] ), becomes more and more important.
In this context, the MANDATE models bring an important contribution to the MRPII information modeling approach. The APICS Dictionary (APICS) defines MRPII as 'a method for the effective planning of all resources of a manufacturing company.
Ideally, it addresses operational planning in units, financial planning in dollars, and has a simulation capability to answer what-if questions. It is made up of a variety of processes, each linked together: business planning, production planning (sales and operations planning), master production scheduling, material requirements planning, capacity requirements planning, and the execution support systems for capacity and material. Output from these systems is integrated with financial reports such as the business plan, purchase commitment report, shipping budget, and inventory projections in dollars. Manufacturing resource planning is a direct outgrowth and extension of closed-loop MRP'. Figure 5 makes appear the main functions of the MRPII approach: the MANDATE models can be used to structure the information and the data exchanged at the interfaces between the different functions (or 'boxes') of the schema. The time model does not explicitly appear on this schema, its role is implicit since it provides the mandatory sequencing of all the activities of the production cycle.
Manufacturing scenario
A manufacturing scenario has been developed within the framework of the MANDATE project. The objective of the scenario was, through a complete description of the information related to the manufacturing management of an industrial product, to show a way of using and relating together the different parts of the standard. However, at the time of completion of the scenario, the part 43 about process and flow management was not yet finalized, and it has been decided to focus the scenario mainly on the use of the resource information model. Another objective was to show the possible links with other standards, along with the connection points and the roles of these links. The example was based on a real manufacturing test case of a commonly used industrial product. For each function of the production process described, the scenario provides the structure of the data sets corresponding to the inputs, outputs, constraints (if needed) of the function. The product selected is a particular type of gear wheel, called gw_1-c. The product of the example is defined by a set of engineering and manufacturing data, described in the following files: *PROD_ITEM file: information related to products as items: main file for all items, products, whether purchased, manufactured, managed in stock; * PROD_STRUCT file: product structures, used mainly for planning and product costing. The result is a product structure containing necessary information for planning, costing, and manufacturing; * PROD_ROUTE file: information necessary for routing, bill of labor. Table 1 shows an excerpt of the prod_route file. The objective of the scenario was to map the concepts from the industrial example to the entities of the resource information model: the correspondences between the content of the gear wheel example file and the RIM names (ISO 15531-32 part); input to the ISO 115531-42 time model part are also mentioned. An excerpt of the result is represented in Table 2 .
The parsing of the example coming from the manufacturing scenario on the MANDATE models was very interesting, since it provided the opportunity to test the models against the case of a real product given with its definition and the necessary manufacturing capabilities, capacities, and constraints. The first step of the work was to identify the set of data relevant to the resource information model and to the time model: this task was not a trivial one, since the data were provided into three files (tables) related to the product taken as an item (47 fields in the table), the structure of the product (36 fields), the route of the product (36 fields). Those tables were generated by the production management application of the company. As they were provided, it was not easy to identify the different attributes, key and non-key and to highlight the dependencies between the attributes and with the tables. Since the tables contained both information relevant to product management and to manufacturing management, the second stage was to put apart information related to product, in order to focus on manufacturing management information: example: from the product_structure table: product number, product structure type, product text can be provided by external references to corresponding attributes of the entity 'product' from the ISO 10303 STEP standard. Another point discovered in the example was the fact that sometimes, elements of information were put into attributes when it was possible to calculate this information (e.g., weight of a sub-assembly, number of operations). Sometimes also, the meaning of the attributes, and the format used were ambiguous. Of course, one of the big difficulties met was to be able to separate the 'corporate' information, specific to the company, from the common information needed by production management systems, in order to translate only the information relevant to manufacturing management into elements of the MANDATE models. This problem will disappear as the external libraries, containing all this information are made available.
As a matter of result, once restricted to manufacturing management information, a good correlation was found between the needs in terms of information coming from the real test case and the entities of the models: both for the resource information model and the time model. However, the difficulties experimented came out from the lack of available external references, since no catalogues were available for the different properties and features about products, resources, and flows.
This problem is discussed in the last section.
Discussion -problems arising
Standards basically developed for manufacturing integration and able to capture the enterprise semantics apply to the following domains: data integration (among which: ISO 10303 STEP, ISO 15531 MANDATE, ISO 13584 PLIB), enterprise models and architecture, communication, interfaces, and translation. The main features of those standards are:
. For STEP (ISO 10303): product data modeling, based on a specific modeling language EXPRESS (ISO 10303-11) and on 'integrated resources' (parts 4x series), application protocols make use of integrated resources for specific area. . For PLIB (ISO 13584): design and provision of parts library and components, implemented (particularly in Japan), well suited to e-business, now at the stage of development of specific standardized catalogues (fastener, cutting tools, measurement devices) often in joint collaboration with IEC, used by other standards to specify constructs or partial models (MANDATE).
Standardization committees are more and more oriented towards the standardization of the semantics, considered as a basic need to share and exchange information, data, and knowledge. On the other hand, product data engineering is now mature and the users in the enterprise are more and more interested in the standardization of their systems and architectures.
However, a question remains about the coverage of the different standards, through their models, their representations and, first of all, the vocabulary used: the authors presented in Section 2 of this study the result of the analysis of the terms 'product', 'process', and 'resource' made by Michel [5] , entitled 'terminology extracted from some manufacturing and modeling related standards', where he compares the meaning of the main terms used in manufacturing management. It is easy to see that the meaning, the semantic embedded into those definitions is not the same . . . although all of them refer to the same 'concept'. However, in terms of interoperability among software tools, inconsistencies, gaps, appear, thus making the translation impossible, or at least of poor quality. How to solve this problem Several approaches are possible. Among them, the use of translation languages based on ontological representations of the concepts (such as the ISO 18629 PSL language [22] ), and the use of transformation methods is worth mentioning. In the following section, model transformation methods are presented, as they have been studied within the framework of the INTEROP project.
Model integration: need for model transformation methods
Enterprises today face many challenges related to the lack of interoperability. Enterprise applications and software systems need to be interoperable in order to achieve seamless business across organizational boundaries and thus realize virtual networked organizations [23] . Model-driven development (MDD), and in particular OMG's model-driven architecture Õ (MDA Õ 1) [24] , is emerging as the state of practice for developing modern enterprise applications and software systems. The MDD paradigm provides a better way of addressing and solving interoperability issues compared to earlier non-modeling approaches. However, developing correct and useful models to address interoperability is not an easy task! In this section, some results are presented from the INTEROP EC project in defining an interoperability framework for model-driven development of enterprise applications and software systems. The framework provides a foundation, consisting of a set of reference models, describing how to apply MDD in software engineering disciplines in order to support the business interoperability needs of an enterprise. The integration will be achieved by the end of the three-year project duration. Meanwhile, INTEROP spreading of excellence activities should ensure the fertilization of the largest research community as well as IT providers and users, to provide a durable virtual lab on interoperability beyond the EU-funded period.
Presentation of the INTEROP Project
The objective of the INTEROP portal is to increase awareness on interoperability, to keep informed on the research results developed within the consortium but also to share experiences on collective methods of work. It has been designed to provide a single point of access to all relevant information and applications, functioning as an access to this interoperability communities of interest and practice.
The following sections focus on the work done by the Task Group 2 (TG2: MDI -model driven interoperability), since some of the authors of this study, within the framework of this project, have particularly worked on model transformation methods.
Model Driven Interoperability
The aim of the work is to analyze the current situation and to bring solutions in the domain of model driven interoperability (MDI). The approach combines results coming from three domains: enterprise modeling, ontology and architecture and platform -together with the domain of enterprise software applications (ESA).
The need for interoperability between ESA appears in various situations:
. introduction of a new type of ESA in the enterprise and connection to the existing one, . connection of ESA between several enterprises, merging of enterprises and integration of legacy software, and similar situations.
In the model driven architecture (MDA) methodology, modeling is made according to three points of view corresponding to three conceptual levels:
. Computation Independent Model (CIM): representing system requirements in the environment in which it is going to operate, for business models with a holistic point of view about the enterprise. In a model-driven development process, it is possible to develop an extensive set of different interrelated models at different abstraction levels, ranging from business models, requirements models, and design models to deployment models and code, code generation, and model synchronization. Based on the initial objectives of the TG2, three tasks have been identified: model establishment and system configuration (M), model interoperability (MI), and MDI. The focus of the MDI task is to show how the ESA system interoperability can be driven by the developed interoperability models. One goal is to be able to generate appropriate mapping software (gs) that can support mapping between external interoperable models, and internal representations -making easy the internal mapping configuration.
The first work planned by the TG2 was to create different enterprise models from a real case study in order to establish relevant models and relationships between those models. First, relationships were defined among different enterprise models and particularly among those modeled at the different levels of abstraction, CIM, PIM, and PSM. Practical experiences of enterprise model analyses have been carried out on a specific real case study provided by a partner of the project. For the purpose of the task, the following enterprise modeling languages were analyzed:
. GRAI: to model all dimensions of the enterprise, mainly focusing on the decisional dimension [26] ;
. IDEF: to model all dimensions of the enterprise, mainly focusing on the process dimension [27] ; . UML: to analyze its use for enterprise modeling [28, 29] .
An important contribution of the task has been to provide a first approach on a model transformation process, taking into consideration the semantics of the models.
Mappings and model transformations
An important work to be carried out was to define mappings between the different meta-models in order to perform transformations at different levels:
. Horizontally: in order to perform transformations from one CIM model into another; . Vertically: to transform CIM models into PIM, then PSM.
These transformations cannot be performed automatically without adding semantic annotations to the source models. This semantics enrichment can be performed through an ontological point of view, represented in Figure 6 .
In this figure, enterprise models on the upper left corner are put in correspondence with system models (bottom left corner) through ontology models embedding the semantics specific to those enterprises. Same analysis is made for other enterprise models represented in the upper right corner of the schema: they are put in relation to other system models (bottom right corner) through other ontology models. In the MDI approach, correspondences are then developed between the different ontology models represented in the middle of the schema.
The feasibility of model transformations from CIM to PIM and then to PSM has been demonstrated through the use of a transformation language, associated to the corresponding transformation tool:
. A first pilot test of this IDE was performed and it resulted from the analysis that this kind of tool could be used at the following levels:
. to build transformations between enterprise models expressed with different formalisms (GRAI, IDEF0, UML, . . .); . to build transformations between different levels (CIM, PIM, and PSM).
To perform a transformation with the ATL tool, four elements are needed (see Figure 7 ): source (meta)-model, target (meta)-model, mapping between source and target expressed in ATL, and input model which instantiated the source (meta)-model.
The transformation can then be performed to get the target model, instance of the target (meta)-model. Mappings between formalisms have to be defined at the meta-modeling level. If the mapping is not a oneto-one mapping between one source concept and one target concept but a one-to-many mapping, the transformation needs additional semantic annotations or semantic support to produce the target concepts. These annotations must provide information about the target concept that has been chosen. For instance, within the UML modeling domain, these annotations can be provided by tagged values or stereotyped notes attached to modeling elements.
Those transformation principles have been applied to the transformation from GRAI to UML at the computation independent model (CIM) level. The full transformation process is presented in the deliverable TG2.1 of the INTEROP Project [32] .
In the domain of manufacturing engineering, and given the terminology issues represented in Figure 1 and the diversity of the information models available, one can see here a strong indication of the potential for MDA approaches to provide improved support for semantic interoperability. Investigations are being made by the authors to apply model driven methods to this area. compatibility of the information models, the vocabulary used is not defined in the same way even though the terms used are the same: ontology-based approaches are sometimes necessary to find the common 'essence' of the information handled, further they can be integrated in software interfaces, making easier to convey a higher level of semantics in the exchanges. This study presented one of those approaches, proposed by the INTEROP EC funded project.
It is interesting to analyze the trends and the role of international standards for intelligent collaboration and integration in manufacturing. The needs: to improve productivity and efficiency and to reduce the manufacturing and the time to market life cycles. To achieve that it is necessary to avoid failures in communication flows, to improve accuracy of data processing and associated manufacturing processes, then to share and to exchange manufacturing data and models inside the enterprise as well as with its environment in an accurate way [33] .
Semantic versus technological integration: to share or to exchange data and models between application A and B two conditions are required: the semantics carried out by data and models of the applications A and B must have a least a part in common; the technological tools used to exchange this common semantics and/or to share it must be compatible or interoperable.
Technological tools include: data management and data access tools (DBMS, programming languages, query languages . . .), communication tools (LAN, WAN, EDI, etc.). Are of course included WWW technologies and services (HTML, XML, OWL, etc). Technology is always evolving and new standards or new editions of standards appear every time. The main evolutions are more and more linked to the number and diversity of new technological tools appearing about the web and the e-business.
In this domain, the main trend is the recent and permanent growing of standards that enable the enterprise to preserve and re-use the semantics included in its applications.
Intelligent collaboration and integration in manufacturing are characterized by:
. The level of integration (physical, application, business); . The way of integration (top-down or bottom-up approach); . The expected results (full integration, unification, federation): . The tools and methods implemented (enterprise organization integration, data integration, communication integration, integration through interfaces and translations).
The expected results coming out from the integration process are:
. In the case of full integration (e.g., proprietary software) the standard is the software itself; . In the case of unification (e.g., Windows, Office, Unix) the integration makes use of standardized components (constructs, partial models) and standardized interfaces; . In the case of federation (e.g., legacy software built around various products) the impact of standardization is very poor. Some standardized interfaces and communication standards may be used as well as standardized translators.
Standards appear as particularly useful in the integration by unification, since, when they are used together, they provide standardized components (enterprise models, partial models, constructs) that are shareable, re-usable, and interoperable. They also convey and preserve the common part of the semantics included in the various enterprise (and inter-enterprise) applications. It is the reason why it is possible to say that the industrial use of MANDATE standard will develop as the physical instanciation of P-LIB catalogues will progress further. This can take time, however the return on investment (ROI) will be substantial, provided that all the information about products, resources, and flows is under an electronic format. Today, MANDATE provides the integration methodology applicable to production management systems.
The methods for integration can be grouped into three categories, which are:
. Data integration (integration through data models).
This form of integration is addressed by the standards developed in ISO TC184/SC4 (industrial data); . Organization integration (integration based on enterprise models, process models, decisional models): mainly addressed by standards developed in ISO TC184/SC5 (systems architecture and communications); . Communication integration (integration based on network communication models and tools): also addressed by standards developed in ISO TC184/ SC5 but IEC SC65 also addresses the same domain with another point of view.
As a matter of conclusion to this work, a recent US study, made by NIST, highlighted that the use of the ISO 10303 STEP standard presently saves more than 120 million US per year and will save 900 million US per year in 2010 in the US aerospace, automotive and shipbuilding industry [34, 35] .
